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______________________________________________________________________

 2

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

4  1.6

A Service of love

When one loves one's Art no service seems too hard.
Joe Larrabee came from the middle West with a genius for painting.  As a child of six,

he  drew a picture of the town pump with an important citizen passing it in a hurry.  This effort
was framed and hung in the drug store window.  At twenty he left for New York with a
flowing necktie and small capital.

Delia Caruthers came from the South.  She was so promising a singer that her relatives
collected a small amount for her to go to New York and learn music.

Joe and Delia met in a studio where a number of art and music students had come
together to discuss their art.  Joe and Delia fell in love and in a short time were married - for,
when one loves one's Art no service seems too hard.

Mr. and Mrs. Larrabee began to live in a flat.  It was a lonely place.  But they were
happy - for they had their Art, and they had each other.  And my advice to the rich young man
would be : sell all you have, and give it to the poor - for the happiness of living in a flat with
your Art and your Delia.

Joe was painting in the class of the great Magister - you know his fame as painter.  His
fees are high; his lessons are light.  Delia was studying under Rosenstock - you know his fame
as musician.

They ware mighty happy as long as their money lasted.  Their aims were very clear.  Joe
would learn very soon to paint pictures that old gentlemen with side-whiskers and thick purses
would fight with one another in his studio for buying.  Delia was going to master the piano and
fill concert halls all over the country with people who would pay twice as usual rates to hear
her play.

But the best, in my opinion, was the home life in the little flat - the warm chats after the
day's study; the pleasant dinners and fresh, light breakfasts; the exchange of hopes; the help
and love they gave each other.

But after a while Art became weak.  Everything going out and nothing coming in, as
people say.  There was no money to pay Mr. Magister and Mr. Rosenstock their fees.  When
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one loves one's Art no service seems too hard.  So, Delia said she must give music lessons to
buy their food.

For two or three days she went out looking for pupils.  One evening she came home in
high spirits.

'Joe, dear, she said, happily, I have a pupil.  And, oh, the loveliest pupil! General -
General A. B. Pinkney's daughter on Seventy- first Street.  Such a splendid house, Joe, you
should see it.  Oh, Joe, I never saw anything like it before.

"My pupil is his daughter Clementina.  I dearly love her already.  She's a delicate thing -
dresses always in white; and the sweetest, simplest manners! Only eighteen years old.  I have to
give three lessons a week; and, just think, Joe! Five dollars a lesson.  I don't mind it a bit; for
when I get two or three more pupils I can continue my lessons with Mr.Rosenstock.  Now,
don't look so unhappy, dear, and let's have a nice supper."

"That's all right for you, Dele," said Joe, opening a tin of peas, " but how about me? Do
you think I'm going to let you work for wages while I enjoy myself painting? No. I can sell
papers or break stones and bring in a dollar or two."

Delia came and hung about his neck.
"Joe, dear, you are silly.  You must keep on at your studies.  I hadn't left my music and

gone to work at something else.  While I teach I learn.  I am always with my music.  And we
can live as happily as rajahs on fifteen dollars a week.  You mustn't think of leaving Mr.
Magister.'

'All right, said Joe, reaching for the vegetable dish.  'But I hate your giving lessons.  It
isn't Art.  But you're a dear to do it.'

'When one loves one's Art, no service seems too hard, said Delia.
'Magister praised the sky in that drawing made in the park, said Joe.  'And Tinkle gave

me permission to hang two of them in his window.  I may sell one if the right kind of a rich
art-collector sees them.'

'I am sure you will, said Delia, sweetly.  'And now let's be thankful for General Pinkney
and this chicken roast.'

During all of the next week the Larrabees had an early breakfast.  Joe was very much
interested in some morning-effect sketches he was doing in Central Park, and Delia packed him
off, breakfasted, hugged, praised, and kissed at 7 o'clock.  Art is a charming mistress.  It was
most often 7 o'clock when he returned in the evening.

At the end of the week Delia, Sweetly proud but tired, threw three five-dollar bills on
the 8x10 (feet) sitting room.

'Sometimes, she said, a little wearily,  'Clementina tries my patience.  I' m afraid she
doesn't practise enough, and I have to tell her the same thing so often.  And then she always
dresses entirely in white, and that does get boring.  But Gen. Pinkney is the dearest old man!'
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I wish you could know him, Joe.  He comes in sometimes when I am with Clementina
at the piano- he is a widower, you know - and stands there pulling his white beard.  'And how
are the lessons getting on?' , he always asks.

'I wish you could see the drawing-room, Joe, and rugs! And Clementina has such a
funny little cough.  I hope she is stronger than she looks.  Oh, I really am getting very fond of
her, she is so gentle and noble.  Gen. Pinkney's brother was once Minister to Bolivia.'

And then Joe, with pride, drew forth a ten, a five, a two and a one - all new dollar notes
- and laid them beside Delia's earnings.

'Sold that water colour of the tower to a man from Peoria,' he announced joyfully.
'Don't joke with me,' said Delia, 'not from Peoria!'
'All the way.  I wish you could see him, Dele.  Fat man with a woollen muffler and a

bald head.  He saw the sketch in Tinkle's window and thought it was a windmill at first.  He
bought it anyhow.  He ordered another - an oil sketch of the Lackawanna goods yard to take
back with him.  Music lessons! Oh, I guess Art is still in it.

'I' m so glad you've kept on,' said Delia, heartily.  'You're certain to succeed, dear.
Thirty-three dollars! We never had so much to spend before.  We'll have oysters tonight.'

'And with champignons,' said Joe.
On the next Saturday evening Joe reached home first.  He spread his eighteen dollars on

the dining table and washed what seemed to be a great deal of dark paint from his hands.
Half  an hour later Delia arrived, her right hand tied up in a shapeless bundle of wraps

and bandages.
'What happened?' asked Joe after the usual greetings.  Delia laughed, but not very

joyously.
'Clementina,' she explained, 'said we must have a Welsh rabbit after her lesson. She is

such a strange girl. Welsh rabbits at five in the afternoon! The General was there. You should
have seen him run for thd dishes Joe, as if there wasn't a servant in the house. I know
Clementina isn't in good health; she is so nervous. In serving the rabbit she spilled a great lot of
it, boiling hot, over my hand and wrist. It hurt awfully, Joe. And the dear girl was so sorry! But
Gen. Pinkney! - Joe, that old man nearly went mad. He rushed downstairs and sent somebody
out to a drugstore for some oil and things to bind it up with. It doesn't hurt so much now.''
" What's this?" asked Joe, taking the hand tenderly and pulling at some white threads beneath
the bandages.

'It's something soft,'said Delia, ''that had oil on it. Oh, Joe, did you sell another sketch?'
She had seen the money on the table.
" Did I? Said Joe; 'just ask the man from Peoria. He got his goods yard today, and he isn't sure
but he thinks he wants another view of the park and a view on the Hudson river, what time this
afternoon did you burn your hand, dele?'
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'Five o' clock, I think,'said Dele sadly. "The iron- I mean the rabbit came off the fire
about that time. You ought to have seen Gen. Pinkney, Joe, when .....'
'Sit down here a moment, Dele,'said Joe. He drew her to the sofa, sat beside her and put his arm
across her shoulders.

'What have you been doing for the last two weeks, Dele?' he asked. 
She looked at his face for a moment or two with an eye full of love, and murmured a

word or two about Gen. Pinkney; but at length down went her head and out came the truth and
tears.
'I couldn't get any pupils,'she confessed. 'And I couldn'think of your giving up your lessons; and
I got a place ironing shits in that big Twenty fourth Street Laundry. And I think I did very well
toinvent both General Pinkney and Clementina, don't you, Joe? And when a girl in the laundry
set down a hot iron on my hand this afternoon, I was inventing that story about the Welsh
rabbit all the way home. You're not angry, are you, Joe? And if I hadn't got the work you
mightn't have sold your paintings to that man from Peoria.''

He wasn't from Peoria,' said Joe, slowly.
'Well, it doesn't matter where he was from. How clever you are, Joe- and- kiss me, Joe-

and what made you ever suspect that I wasn't giving music lessons to Clementina?'
' I didn't,' said Joe, 'until tonight. I sent up this cotton waste and oil from the engine-

room this afternoon for a girl upstairs who had her hand burned with an iron. I've been working
the engine in that laundry for the last two weeks',
' And then you didn't .......... "
' My buyer from Peoria,' said Joe, 'and Gen. Pinkney are both creations' of the same art - but
you wouldn't call it either painting or music."
And then they both laughed, and Joe began:
' When one loves one's Art no service seems-'
But Delia stopped him with her hand on his lips. 'No,' she said - 'just "When one loves."
(Slightly simplified version.)

(Check Your Progress)

1. Describe the events that led to the marriage of Joe and Delia?

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________
2. What do you understand by the term ''when One love one's Art, no service seems 

too hard. 

______________________________________________________________________
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______________________________________________________________________

5  1.7

Dancing in the Rain

1.  One often hears of the high prevalence of child labour in our country.  Of the many
reports I have read, perhaps the most disturbing was a report on the condition of
children employed by zari factories in Delhi, Mumbai and other parts of India.  It
grieves me to imagine children exposed to such inhumanity.

2. Robbing children of their childhood is a criminal act, and our society must weed this
malaise out from the root.  But where does the root lie? Before you attempt an answer,
let me give you an anecdote from the other end of the social spectrum.

3. A colleague in Wipro has a child studying in standard nine of a reputed school in
Bangalore.  This child wakes up at 5 a.m. and studies for an hour before going to
school.  She returns from school at 4 p.m. and rushes for her IIT entrance exam
coaching class.  At 6 p.m., she has tuitions for 2 hours.  Post dinner, she spends an hour
or more on homework.  I asked her when she gets time to play.  She replied that she
does not play.  She gets half - hour of free time each day, which she spends watching
her favourite serial on television.  She also added that board exams and entrance exams
are very important, and that you only get one chance.

4. Is the condition of this child different from that of the child in the zari factory?
5. When I look at children, I wonder whether they have time to play with friends, to meet

interesting people, to explore the world, and to follow their curiosity.  When the first
monsoon showers begin, I would think that the streets would be full of children rushing
headlong into the rain, dancing and playing.  However, I think today, the rains fall on
empty streets.

6. This, my friends, is the new Indian reality in our villages, in our slums, and in our
metropolitan high-rises.  Whatever the reasons - poverty, societal aspiration, apathetic
individuals and organizations, or just the burden of circumstances - the reality is that
our children are straitjacketed.

7. The final indicator of a country's independence is the way its children live.  Are children
free from the malaise of poverty and hunger? Are they free from the burden of parental
aspiration? Are they free from norms of social conditioning? Are we enduring the
curiosity of our children continues to burn and is not stamped out? Are they free to
explore the world, to realize their unique potential, and thereby, help discover the true
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potential of the society itself?
8. Gandhiji said that the greatest lessons in life are learnt from children, not from learned

men.  A child will fearlessly try before giving up.  As adults, fearing failure, we give up
even before we try.  A child is inherently curious  about  the world, about relationships,
about wanting to understand how things work.  As adults, our blinkered and
conditioned self prevents us from truly exploring without prejudice.  For a child, what
she does is meaningful in its own right.  As an adult, we usually link every action to an
external reward of money or recognition.

9. I did not learn how to be a father from manuals.  Whatever little I learnt about being  a
parent, I learnt by observing my children and letting them teach me.  Similarly, I think
our teachers could grow enormously by learning from their students.

10. We will then refrain from pushing our knowledge down their young minds,     and
begin the democratic process of being joint learners as we discover and understand our
world.  I believe a powerful force for empowerment is to have motivated teachers who
are learners first, teachers second.  Only then will we stop trying to mould children into
our "adult" likeness.  Only then will we let them blossom.

11. If India has to develop economically, socially, intellectually, and culturally, we must
empower those most vulnerable to social diktat: our children.  Let us resolve to give our
children the freedom of childhood; let us change our schools from being textbook
prisons to laboratories of exploration; let us change homes from being tuition centres to
playgrounds of art and sport.

12. India will be radiant when our children are free to dance in the rain.

 (Check Your Progress)

1. Express your opinion regarding child labour.

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

2. ''Great Lessons in life are learnt from children, not from men''. Eloborate in your own

words.

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________
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Describe the events that led to the marriage of Joe and Delia? 3


 .1

 .2


 .3

(Suggested Books for Further Readings)  1.11

1 Azeem H Premji, ''Dancing in the Rain'', Interactive English, for Intermediate II 

Year, Published by Telugu Academy, Hyderabad

2 O Henry, ''A Service of Love" Interactive English, for Intermediate First Year, 

Published by Telugu Academy, Hyd.

 3

 4


 5
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 (Check Your Progress) 

 1

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

 2

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

Coorg4  2.6

Coorg
Midway between Mysore and the coastal town of Mangalore sits a piece of heaven that

must have drifted from the kingdom of gold. This land of rolling hills is inhabited by a proud
race of martial men, beautiful women and wild creatures.

Coorg, or Kodagu, the smallest district of Karnataka, is home to evergreen rainforests,
spices and coffee plantations. Evergreen rainforests cover thirty percent of this district. During
the monsoons, it pours enough to keep many visitors away. The season of joy commences from
September and continues till March. The weather is perfect, with some showers thrown in for
good measure. The air breathes of invigorating coffee. Coffee estates and colonial bungalows
stand tucked under tree canopies in prime corners.

The fiercely independent people of Coorg are possibly of Greek or Arabic descent. As
one story goes, a part of Alexander's army moved south along the coast and settled here when
return became impractical. These people married amongst the locals and their culture is
apparent in the martial traditions, marriage and religious rites, which are distinct from the
Hindu mainstream. The theory of Arab origin draws support from the long black coast with an
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embroidered waist-belt worn by the Kodavus, known as Kuppia, it resembles the kuffia worn
by the Arabs and the Kurds.

Coorgi homes have a tradition of hospitality and they are more than willing to recount
numerous tales of valour related to their sons and fathers. The Coorg Regiment is one of the
most decorated in the Indian Army and first Chief of the Indian Army General Cariappa, was a
Coorgi. Even now, Kodavus are the only people in India permitted to carry firearms without a
licence.

The river, Kaveri, obtains its water from the hills and forests of Coorg. Mahaseer - a
large freshwater fish-abound in these waters. Kingfishers dive for their catch, while squirrels
and langurs drop partially eaten fruit for the mischief of enjoying the splash and the ripple
effect in the clear water. Elephants enjoy being bathed and scrubbed in the river by their
mahouts.

The most laidback individuals become converts so the life of high-energy adventure
with river rafting, canoeing, rappelling, rock climbing and mountain biking. Numerous
walking trails in this region are a favourite with trekkers.

Birds, bees and butterflies are there to give you company. Macaques, Malabar squirrels,
langurs and slender lorts keep a watchful eye from the tree canopy. I do, however, prefer to step
aside for wild elephants.

The climb to the Brahmagiri hills brings you into a panoramic view of the entire misty
landscape of Coorg. A walk across the rope bridge leads to the sixty - four - acre island of
Nisargadhama. Running into Buddhist monks from India's largest Tibetan settlement, at nearby
Bylakuppe, is a bonus. The monks, in red, ochre and yellow robes, are amongst the many
surprises that wait to be discovered by visitors searching for the heart and soul of India, right
here in Coorg.

(Check Your Progress)

1. Where is coorg?

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

2. What do you know about  the people of coorg and their culture?

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________
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A Truely Beautiful Mind   5 2.7

A Truly Beautiful Mind

1. Albert Einstein was born on 14 March 1879 in the German city of Ulm, without any
indication that he was destined for greatness. On the contrary, his mother thought
Albert was a freak. To here his head seemed much too large.

2. At the age of two - and -a -half, Einstein still wasn't talking. When he finally did learn
to speak, he uttered everything twice. Einstein did not know what to do with other
children, and his playmates called him "Brother Boring". So the youngster played by
himself much of the time. He especially loved mechanical toys. Looking at his newborn
sister, Maja, he is said to have said: "Fine, but where are her wheels?

3. A headmaster once told his father that what Einstein chose as a profession wouldn't
matter, because "He'll never make a success at anything". Einstein began learning to
play the violin at the age of six, because his mother wanted him to; he later became a
gifted amateur violinist, maintaining this skill throughout his life.

4. But Albert Einstein was not a bad pupil. He went to high school in Munich, where
Einstein's family had moved when he was 15 months old, and scored good marks in
almost every subject. Einstein hated the school's regimentation, and often clashed with
his teachers. At the age of 15, Einstein felt so stifled there that he left the school for
good.

5. The previous year, Albert's parents had moved to Milan, and left their son with
relatives. After prolonged discussion, Einstein got his wish to continue his education in
German-speaking Switzerland, in a city which was more liberal than Munich.

6. Einstein was highly gifted in mathematics and interested in physics, and after finishing
school, he decided to study at a university in Zurich. But science wasn't the only thing
that appealed to the dashing youngh man with the wairus moustache.

7. He also felt a special interest in a fellow student, Mileva Maric, whom he found to be a
"clever creature". This young Serb had come to Switzerland because the University in
Zurich was one of the few in Europe where women could get degrees, Einstein saw in
her an ally against the "philistines" - those people in his family and at the university
with whom he was constantly at odds. The couple fell in love. Letters survive in which
they put their affection into words, mixing science with tenderness. Wrote Einstein:
"How happy and proud I shall be when we both have brought our work on relativity to a
victorious conclusion".

8. In 1900, at the age of 21, Albert Einstein was university graduate and unemployed. He
worked as a teaching assistant, gave private lessons and finally secured a job in 1902 as
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a technical expert in the patent office in Bern. While he was supposed to be assessing
other people's inventions, Einstein was actually developing his own ideas in secret. He
is said to have jokingly called his desk drawer at work the 'bureau of theoretical
physics".

9. One of the famous papers of 1905 was Einstein's special theory of relativity, according
to which time and distance are not absolute. Indeed, two perfectly accurate clocks will
not continue to show the same time if they come together again after a journey if one of
them has been moving very fast relative to the other. From this followed the world's
most famous formula which describes the relationship between mass and energy:

E=mc2
10. While Einstein was solving the most difficult problems in physics, his private life was

unraveling. Albert had wanted to marry Mileva right after finishing his studies, but his
mother was against it. She thought Mileva, who was three years older than her son, was
too old for him. She was also bothered by Mileva's intelligence. "She is a book like
you", his mother said. Einstein put the wedding off.

11. The pair finally married in January 1903, and had two sons. But a few years later, the
marriage faltered. Mileva, meanwhile, was losing here intellectual ambition and
becoming an unhappy housewife. After years of constant fighting, the couple finally
divorced in 1919. Einstein married his cousin Elsa the same year.

(Check Your Progress)

1. What do you understand by "A Truly Beautiful Mind"?

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

(Points to be Remembered)  2.8
 11 

 

 1


 2


 3
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4. Describe the scenic beauty of Coorg as depicted in this text in your own words.

(Suggested Books for Further Readings)  2.11

 1

 2

 3

'' A Truely Beautiful Mind'' - Beehive, Text Book in English for Class IX (NCERT) 4

''Coorg" First Flight, Text Book in English for Class X (NCERT) 5
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"It takes one mad man to press the button. We have
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(Teaching is an Art)

"The Destiny of India is now  1964-66 

 being shaped in her class rooms."
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Re-imaginning the OBC Quota 4  3.6

Reimagining the OBC quota

Sub-categorisation of OBCs provides an opening to ensure social justice works better
Regardless of the political impulse that led the government to announce creation of a
committee to look into sub-categorisation of Other Backward Classes (OBC), it provides an
opening to ensure social justice in an efficient manner.  The biggest challenge India faces is
that the groups perceived to be disadvantaged consist of a very large segment of Indian society,
while public policies are highly limited in scope.
The Jobs-claimants mismatch

Some illustrative statistics are eye-opening.  The National Sample Survey (NSS) data
from 2011-12 show that about 19% of the sample claims to be Dalit, 9% Adivasi, and 44%
OBC.  While some of these claims may be aspirational rather than real, this totals a whopping
72%.  Among the population aged 25-49, less than 7% have a college degree.  By most
estimates, less than 3%  of the whole population is employed in government and public-sector
jobs.  Since reservations cover only half the college seats and public-sector jobs, the mismatch
is obvious.  A vast proporation of the population eligible for reservations must still compete for
a tiny number of reserved and non-reserved category jobs.  It is not surprising that there is
tremendous internal competition within groups.

If we want reservations to make a significant difference in the lives of the marginalized
groups, there are only two options.  Either the government must drastically increase availability
of government jobs and college seats or it must reduce the size of the population eligible for
these benefits.  While the Supreme Court would not allow reservations to exceed 50%, frankly
it does not matter.  Whether available public sector jobs cover 1.5% of the population or 3%,
these will only offer opportunities to a minuscule fraction of individuals in reserved categories.
Hence, the only viable option is to reduce the size of the eligible population, possibly along the
lines of sub-categorisation proposed by the government.

However, while the media and claimants to the coveted OBC status such as Jats, Kapus
and Patels are busy arguing over the merits of this proposal, very little attention is paid to the
practical challenges facing sub-categorisation.  How will we know which castes are the most
disadvantaged? At the moment, the only reputable nationwide data on caste comes from the
1931 colonial Census and some of the ad hoc surveys conducted for specific castes.

Lack of Credible data 
The Socio-Economic Caste  Census (SECC) of 2011 was supposed to provide
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up-to-date comprehensive data.  However, the results remain shrouded in mystery.  When
releasing poverty and deprivation data from the SECC in 2015, it was found that about 4.6
million distinct caste names, including names of gotra, surname and phonetic variations were
returned, making the results almost impossible to interpret.  For nearly 80 million individuals,
caste data were believed to be erroneous.  Since then we have heard little about the quality of
caste data in SECC and even less about its results.  In 2015, the then NITI  Aayog Vice
Chairperson, Arvind Panagariya, was asked to head a committee to  chair the caste
classification using SECC data.  Little seems to have come of it.

It is not surprising that SECC data have not been able to shed light on socio-economic
disadvantages faced by different caste groups: addition of caste  information was an
ill-conceived graft on what was supposed to be a Below Poverty Line (BPL) survey.  This
patchwork solution had to be adopted because in spite of wide-spread demands to include caste
data in the Census of 2001 and 2011, the Office of the Registrar General was reluctant to add
this burden to the decennial exercise.  As a way of appeasing the OBC lobby, it was decided
that the BPL census would incorporate caste information.

After the probable failure of this effort, it would make sense to rethink collection of
caste data in Census.  Preparations for Census 2021 are ongoing.  There is still time to create
an expert group to evaluate the methodology for collecting caste data and include it in the
Census forms.  Losing this opportunity would leave us hanging for another 10 years without
good data for undertaking sub-categorisation of OBC quota or evaluating claims to OBC status
by groups like Jats and Patels.
Address caste-based inequalities 

A broader issue, however, focuses on whether we want to radically rethink our
approach to affirmative action.  What would it take to eliminate caste-based disadvantages in
next three or four decades? A two pronged approach that focuses on eliminating discrimination
and expanding the proportion of population among the disadvantaged groups that benefits from
affirmative action policies could be a solution.

The present policies focus on preferential admission to colleges and coveted institutions
like IITs and IIMs.  But these benefits may come too late in the life of a Kurmi or Gujjar child.
Their disadvantage begins in early childhood and grows progressively at higher levels of
education.  The India Human Development  Survey of 2011-12 found that among families
where no adult has completed more than Class X, 59% children from the forward castes are
able to read a simple paragraph while the proportion is only 48% for OBCs, 41% for Dalits and
35% for Adivasis.  We know little about what goes on in schools to create these disadvantages
but improving quality of education for all, including those from marginalized groups, must be a
first step in addressing caste-based inequalities.
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(Check Your Progress)

1. According to the writer, why there is a need for sub-categorization of OBC's?

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

2.  Discuss   the present scenario of  reservation policy in India in your group.

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

The Legal Status of Animals 5  3.7

The Legal Status of Animals

The monkey selfie case has come to an end, but questions remain unanswered
In 2015, a lawsuit brought by People for the Ethical Treatment of Animals (PETA) claimed
that Naruto, an Indonesian crested black macaque, should be entitled to the rights of a
self-portrait which the animal had accidentally clicked with the camera of David Slater, a
nature photographer.  In 2016, a federal court in San Francisco held that while protection under
the law may be extended to animals, the same could not be said of copyright laws in which lie
vested rights and ownership.  PETA's legal team said it would appeal the decision.
Fortunately, on September 12, 2017, both the parties decided to settle the matter, with Mr.
Slater agreeing to donate 25% of any future revenue from Naruto's images to charities
dedicated to the conservation of crested macaques in Indonesia. 

This  dispute once again gave rise to questions about the legal personality of
non-humans.

The 21st century has seen many attempts to recognize animals as legal subjects - from
granting them protection from cruel treatment, to arguments for recognizing them as legal
persons and granting them property rights - but there has been discomfort in giving them a
plenary membership within the human legal community. Scholars like Benjamin Berger have
argued that it is the contrived attempt to treat humans and animals similarly that has obscured
our understanding of animals as legal subjects, while moral philosopher Peter Singer contends
that the idea of the species divide itself is feigned, and so the moral and legal distinction
irrelevant.

A legal personality is usually defined as a subject vested with rights and duties.
However, within the parameters of law, it has never been confined to human beings and has
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even included idols and companies.  Strangely, though, the same rationale has failed in courts
in its application to animals because of the imaginary distinction between the multitude of
species, and their inability to carry on legal duties.

Conversations around 'legal personhood' have often been marred by the uncharacteristic
merging of 'justice' with 'rights'.  The moral and ethical undertones of 'animal justice' are largely
absent in the arguments around 'animal rights'.  Further, rights can be broken down into formal
and substantive rights.  The right to appear before the court and plead is different from the
right to integrity and equal protection under the law.  It is not to say that one has to choose
between the two; both are integral to the definition of rights.

The federal court in the Naruto case has merely mirrored the premise that animals can
only be objects or properties, but questions regarding the legal standing or legal personality of
non-human persons remain unanswered.  Ironically, the imperative of granting legal
recognition through legal personality reveals both the obscurity and absurdity of extending
identities to animals.  Even if the courts were to accept limited personhood, we are still left
with the reality that the process of recognition is confined to our communities and legal
structures.  The notion of autonomy and agency of animals will continue to fail.  However, the
case has pushed us to think over uncharted territories of human/non-human subjectivity in law.  

(Check Your Progress)

1. What do you know about the monkey's selfie case?

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

2. Why animals are recognized as legal subjects.

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

(Points to be Remembered)  3.8
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(Glossary)  3.9

  

  
  
  

  
  

  Chalk and Talk Method of  Teaching

  

  preferential

Unit End Exercises  3.10


 1

22 Nov 1945 (4) 19 Nov 1945 (3) 24 Oct 1945 (2) 12 Oct 1945 (1)

 2


 (4)  (3)  (2)  (1)
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23 July 2017 (4) 01 July 2017 (3) 03 July 2017 (2) 10 July 2017 (1)


 "  " 1

 2

 1964-66  3
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 2

 3

(Suggested Books for Further Readings)  3.11
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(2) Sakshi ''The Legal Statue of Animals" The Hindu, September 19, 2017
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